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Abstract
Background: Physical conditions through gait and other functional task are parameters to consider for frailty
detection. The aim of the present study is to measure and describe the variability of acceleration, angular velocity
and trunk displacement in the ten meter Extended Timed Get-Up-and-Go test in two groups of frail and non-frail
elderly people through instrumentation with the iPhone4® smartphone. Secondly, to analyze the differences and
performance of the variance between the study groups (frail and non-frail).
This is a cross-sectional study of 30 subjects aged over 65 years, 14 frail subjects and 16 non-frail subjects.
Results: The highest difference between groups in the Sit-to-Stand and Stand-to-Sit subphases was in the y axis
(vertical vector). The minimum acceleration in the Stand-to-Sit phase was −2.69 (−4.17 / -0.96) m/s2 frail elderly
versus −8.49 (−12.1 / -5.23) m/s2 non-frail elderly, p < 0.001. In the Gait Go and Gait Come subphases the biggest
differences found between the groups were in the vertical axis: −2.45 (−2.77 /-1.89) m/s2 frail elderly versus −5.93
(−6.87 / -4.51) m/s2 non-frail elderly, p < 0.001. Finally, with regards to the turning subphase, the statistically
significant differences found between the groups were greater in the data obtained from the gyroscope than from
the accelerometer (the gyroscope data for the mean maximum peak value for Yaw movement angular velocity in
the frail elderly was specifically 25.60°/s, compared to 112.8°/s for the non-frail elderly, p < 0.05).
Conclusions: The inertial sensor fitted in the iPhone4® is capable of studying and analyzing the kinematics of the
different subphases of the Extended Timed Up and Go test in frail and non-frail elderly people. For the Extended
Timed Up and Go test, this device allows more sensitive differentiation between population groups than the traditionally used variable, namely time.
Keywords: Frailty syndrome, Expanded timed-get-up-and-go test, iPhone, Inertial sensor

Background
Clinical frailty syndrome is a common geriatric syndrome
which is characterized by physiological reserve decreases
and increased vulnerability and which may, in the event
of unexpected intercurrent processes, result in falls,
hospitalization, institutionalization or even death [1]. The
changes associated to ageing and frailty bring changes in
gait characteristics and the basic functional capacities of
the individual [2]. This variability in different movement
patterns has been interpreted as a more conservative gait
pattern in order to increase stability and reduce the risk of
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falls [3]. The new, more conservative gait pattern has
greater cognitive involvement and produces a result
focused entirely on movement, whilst the perception
of unexpected trigger factors may be overlooked [4]. Dual
tasks have been shown to affect normal gait development
even in non-frail persons [5].
The Timed Get-Up-and-Go (TGUG) test is a widely
used tool to evaluate balance and some functional tasks
through clinical evaluation of mobility and the risk of falls
[2,6-8]. The clinical potential of the TGUG test comes
from the sequencing of several basic functional abilities
such as standing up and sitting down transitions, transitions which require balance, such as turning, and walking
in a straight line [9]. These five sub-phases are common
day-to-day activities and are often associated with falls
[10]. The TGUG test, despite being widely used in clinical
practice, has a series of limitations. The main limitations
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are: 1) It focuses only on the time variable and does not
take into account other variables related to deficits in kinematics and kinetics which may affect balance or the risk of
fall. 2) It measures the total time to perform the test, without taking into account partial times in the different functional tasks which make up the TGUG [11,12]. The TGUG
test is currently carried out in an instrumented manner by
attaching inertial sensors to the body [2,7,12-16].
The latest generation of smartphones often includes
inertial sensors with subunits such as accelerometers
and gyroscopes which can detect acceleration and inclination [17]. The numerous applications developed for
these smartphones mean the data from the accelerometer and the gyroscope can be read, stored, transferred
and displayed [18,19]. These applications evaluate and
assess kinematic variables related to gait [20], measuring
Cobb angles in x-rays, or provide an objective method to
classify levels of physical activity and give an indication of
the degree of functional capacity and quality of life [17,21].
The hypothesis of the study is that it is feasible to
evaluate the differences between the frail and non-frail
through a functional evaluation instrumented kinematically. The goals of the present study are as follows. Firstly,
to measure and describe the magnitude of acceleration,
angular velocity and trunk displacement in the ten meter
Extended Timed Get-Up-and-Go (ETGUG) test in two
groups of frail and non-frail elderly people through instrumentation with the iPhone4® smartphone. Secondly,
to analyze the performances and differences between the
study groups (frail and non-frail).

Methods
Design and participants

A cross-sectional study that involved 30 subjects aged
over 65 years, 14 frail and 16 non-frail subjects. The participants were classified with frail syndrome by the Fried
criteria (unintentional weight loss, self-reported exhaustion,
weakness, slow walking speed, and low physical activity)
[1]. The inclusion criterion was anyone aged over 65 years
who does not present any of the exclusion criteria described
in the study. Exclusion criteria were no history of pain in
the last twenty-four hours, previous surgery, presence of a
tumor or musculoskeletal disorders in the upper or lower
extremity. Patients with impaired cognition, musculoskeletal back co-morbidities and problems associated to
exercise intolerance were also excluded. All participants
were clinically examined by a physiotherapist, and none of
them were found to have any exclusion criteria. Table 1
shows the characteristics of the sample and stopwatch
values in the ETGUG test.
Non-frail participants were recruited through advertisements at the Sport and Health Centre in Torremolinos,
Spain. Frail participants were recruited through advertisements in Geriatrics Centers in Torremolinos and
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Table 1 Characteristics of sample (N = 30)
Mean

SD

Frail
(n = 14)

Non-frail
(n = 16)

Frail
(n = 14)

Non-frail
(n = 16)

Age (years)

83.71

70.25

6.37

3.32

Mass (kg)

56.21

71.03

9.64

13.11

Height (cm)

155.79

159.44

7.81

10.61

Body mass index (kg/m2)

23.36

27.87

3.48

3.79

Total Score ETGUG (s)

53.64

15.52

24.12

2.91

Kg, kilograms; cm, centimetres; m, metres; s, seconds.

Benalmadena, Spain. Written informed consent was
obtained from each individual. The study was approved
by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine at
the University of Malaga, Spain.
Expanded timed-get-up-and-go test

All subjects performed the ETGUG test three times and
the best trial was selected based on the total score to
complete the full test. Devices were not removed between
trials. Subjects had five recess minutes between trials.
All subjects used an armless chair and were instructed
not to use their arms to stand up. Although an armchair
is used in traditional ETGUG [22], an armless chair was
used in our test. Previous studies have explored using
armless chairs [23,24]. Using armless chairs could reduce
variability between subjects by eliminating the choice to
use or not use the armrests to arise [11]. ETGUG test used
a 10 meter walkway to include more gait cycles during the
test [24]. The beginning and the end of the walkway
were marked with 2.5 cm green tape on the floor. The
tape markings were shown to the subjects before the
trials. Subjects were instructed to sit straight with their
backs touching the back of the chair. After they were
given the go signal by the tester, they arose from the
chair, walked at their fastest walking speed but without
running, turned right or left after passing the green
tape at the end of the way, returned to the start chair,
turned around and sat down. The tester timed their
performance with a stopwatch.
Phases of the expanded timed-get-up-and-go test

Offline data processing was used for identification of
the different phases of the ETGUG test, divided into
five phases: Sit-to-Stand (Si-St), Gait-Go (GG), Turning
(T), Gait-Come (GC) and Turn-to-Stand-to-Sit (T-St-Si).
Each phase of the ETGUG test was detected with acceleration data of the iPhone 4® accelerometer: Si-St and
T-St-Si transitions were detected and analyzed using a
method published elsewhere [25], and T transition was
detected and analyzed using another method published
elsewhere [7].
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Data collection and procedures

Linear acceleration was measured along three orthogonal
axes using the iPhone 4® accelerometer snugly secured
to the test subjects by a neoprene fixation belt over the
sternum, with the smartphone screen facing forward.
Previous studies show that the essential spatio-temporal
characteristics of overground walking can be obtained
by trunk accelerometry, individual step or stride cycles
can be identified, and fair estimations of step length
and walking speed can be obtained using a tri-axial accelerometer [26].
The orientation and movement of the sensors are
presented as RPY (roll, pitch, and yaw) Euler angles. If
the sensor’s RPY axes are aligned with the anatomical
axes of the trunk, the roll angle of a movement is
around the anteroposterior (AP) axis, the pitch angle is
around the left-right axis, and the yaw angle is around
the vertical (V) axis (see Figure 1).
Apple® used a trialxial gyroscope, an accelerometer
and a magnetometer in the iPhone 4® [27]. The application
used to obtain kinematic data was xSensor® Pro, Crossbow
Technology, Inc., available in the AppStore, Apple®. The
iPhone 4® has a storage capacity of 20 MB, and the data
for each trial was transmitted as email for analysis and
post-processing. The data sampling rate was set to 32 Hz.
An iPhone 4® is required in order to obtain data jointly
from the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer,
as earlier versions do not allow this possibility. A previous
study showed an inter-observer error (standard deviation
of the difference between measurements by two different

Figure 1 Orientation of the smartphone in the trunk.
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observers) of 4.0° for the iPhone and 3.4° for the protractor [17].
Data processing

Computerized automatic analysis was developed to filter
the inertial sensor data and timing of sub-phases. This
analysis was designed to systematically obtain kinematic
data for further statistical analysis, and was performed
using basic software package R®. Automatic analysis was
guided in order to obtain independent kinematic information from the accelerometer and gyroscope, along with
the timing for each subject in each of the five phases of
the ETGUG test. The following was obtained from the
accelerometer: maximum peak, minimum peak, mean
and SDs of accelerations in the three movement axes
(x, y and z). Furthermore, the maximum peak, minimum peak, mean and SDs of the resultant vector (RV)
accelerations (RV = √ x2 + y2 + z2) were obtained. The
following was obtained from the gyroscope: maximum
peak, minimum peak, mean and SDs of rotation motions in the three movement axes (x, y and z). Finally,
the following was obtained: maximum peak, minimum
peak, mean and SDs of the angular velocity in the three
movement axes (x, y and z).
Statistical analysis

Analysis was performed with SPSS version 15 for Windows,
while the data collection phase used inferential analysis
between variables by type and normal. Non-parametric
Mann–Whitney tests were used as determined by the normality of distribution variables. The statistical significance
level was set at p < 0.05. Cohen’s d was used to estimate the
magnitude of the relationship between differences. Cohen’s
d is an effect size used to indicate the standardized difference between two means [28].

Results
Tables 2, 3, 4 summarize the acceleration-based measures
of the ETGUG test in the two groups. Stopwatch-based
ETGUG duration showed higher duration for frail patients
compared to the non-frail control group, as expected. This
trend was significant in four phases (GG, T, GC, T-St-St).
Other acceleration-based measures of amplitude are summarized in Tables 2, 3, 4.
Tables 5, 6, 7 summarize the gyroscope-based measures
of the ETGUG test in the two groups.
The highest difference between groups in the Sit-to-Stand
and Stand-to-Sit subphases was in the y axis (vertical
vector). The minimum acceleration in the Stand-to-Sit
phase was −2.69 (−4.17 / -0.96) m/s 2 frail elderly versus −8.49 (−12.1 / -5.23) m/s2 non-frail elderly, p < 0.001.
In the Gait Go and Gait Come subphases the biggest
differences found between the groups were in the vertical
axis: −2.45 (−2.77 /-1.89) m/s2 frail elderly versus −5.93
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Table 2 Acceleration-based values from the Si-St and T-St-Si phases (N = 30)
Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

Si-St
t.stopwatch (s)

7.03 (5.14 / 10.88)

2.23 (2.01 / 2.49)

13.00

1.255

<0.001

x.acc.max (m/s2)

2.11 (1.64 / 2.41)

3.43 (2.06 / 4.03)

49.50

−1.149

0.009

x.acc.min (m/s )

−1.08 (−1.88 / -0.69)

−2.94 (−3.81 / -2.06)

30.50

−3.801

<0.001

y.acc.max (m/s2)

2.89 (1.94 / 3.87)

6.09 (4.87 / 7.04)

15.00

−1.972

<0.001

−1.47 (−2.35 / -0.59)

−6.29 (−7.88 / -3.55)

0.000

2.622

<0.001

0.47 (0.31 / 0.94)

0.01 (−0.39 / 0.48)

45.00

1.069

0.005

rv.acc.max ( m/s )

6.41 (5.43 / 8.31)

8.49 (7.56 / 10.78)

58.00

−0.803

0.025

rv.acc.mean ( m/s2)

2.71 (2.11 / 3.64)

4.12 (3.67 / 4.89)

44.00

−1.222

0.005

10.42 (7.64 / 14.52)

3.71 (2.88 / 4.01)

2.00

1.966

<0.001

2

2

y.acc.min (m/s )
y.acc.mean (m/s2)
2

T-St-Si
t.stopwatch (s)
y.acc.max (m/s )

3.13 (2.23 / 3.92)

6.03 (5.01 / 7.68)

26.50

−1.389

<0.001

y.acc.min (m/s2)

−2.69 (−4.17 / -0.96)

−8.49 (−12.1 / -5.23)

14.00

1.723

<0.001

2

z.acc.max (m/s2)

5.94 (4.32 / 7.31)

2.45 (1.96 / 5.89)

62.00

0.818

0.038

z.acc.min (m/s2)

−2.99 (−6.13 / -2.52)

−6.88 (−8.51 / -4.34)

35.00

1.329

<0.001

z.acc.mean (m/s2)

0.57 (−0.12 / 2.28)

−1.44 (−3.34 / -0.16)

36.00

1.473

0.002

rv.acc.max ( m/s2)

7.11 (5.22 / 7.72)

10.65 (7.91 / 12.38)

41.00

−1.120

0.003

rv.acc.min ( m/s2)

0.28 (0.19 / 0.47)

0.71 (0.49 / 1.01)

38.00

−1.157

0.002

rv.acc.mean ( m/s2)

3.03 (2.73 / 3.81)

4.39 (3.24 / 5.27)

45.00

−1.202

0.005

x, x axis; y, y axis; z, z axis; acc, acceleration; t, time; max, maximum; min, minimum; rv, resultant vector; U, U-Mann–Whitney; Si-St, Sit to Stand; T-St-Si, Turn Stand
to Sit; d, Cohen’s d; IQR, interquartil range (percentil 25% / percentil 75%).

(−6.87 / -4.51) m/s2 non-frail elderly, p < 0.001. Finally,
with regards to the turning subphase, the statistically
significant differences found between the groups were
greater in the data obtained from the gyroscope than
from the accelerometer (the gyroscope data for the mean
maximum peak value for Yaw movement angular velocity
in the frail elderly was specifically 25.60°/s, compared to
112.8°/s for the non-frail elderly, p < 0.05).

Discussion
The present study has described and examined the
identification, analysis and differentiation in the performance of kinematic variables using the inertial sensor fitted
in the iPhone4® during the subphases of the ETGUG test
in non-frail and frail elderly persons. Significant differences
were found between the groups of elderly persons in the
accelerometry and angular displacement variables obtained
in the kinematic readings of the trunk during the subphases
of the ETGUG test.
The results obtained in this study show lower values
in the frail elderly population group. The most significant
differences found in the Si-St subphase corresponded
to accelerometry, with the frail elderly persons obtaining lower minimum accelerations than the non-frail
elderly people in the y axis. The most significant differences found in the T-St-Si subphase corresponded to

accelerometry, with the frail elderly persons obtaining
lower minimum accelerations than the non-frail elderly
people in the y axis during these phases. In the GG and
GC subphases the greatest differences found between the
groups were in the y axis (maximum accelerations).
Finally, with regards to accelerometry in the turning
subphase, the greatest differences found between the
groups were in the y axis (maximum accelerations).
As far as we are aware, this is the first study which
has used iPhone4® technology to analyze and study the
kinematics of non-frail and frail persons aged over 65 years
during the ETGUG test. Moreover, it is the first study
which has shown the possibility of differentiating kinematic
patterns in the subphases of the ETGUG. The instrumented kinematic analysis of the Timed Get-Up-and-Go
test was analyzed previously [23]. However, unlike the
present study, other tests did not use the extended Timed
Get-Up-and-Go test, which presents more analyzable gait
cycles during the GG and GC phases [24]. Moreover, no
data were provided regarding magnitudes of acceleration
and angular velocity or their duration, nor were there any
results regarding the subphases of the traditional Timed
Get-Up-and-Go. The main advantage of the instrumentation of the ETGUG test is that it allows detailed readings
of multiple variables in each of the subphases of the test. By
way of example, the results of the present study obtained in
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Table 3 Acceleration-based values from the GG and GC phases (N = 30)
Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

GG
t.stopwatch (s)

10.23 (7.82 / 15.04)

3.71 (2.45 / 3.98)

0.000

2.119

<0.001

x.acc.max (m/s2)

2.06 (1.64 / 2.45)

5.84 (3.55 / 8.78)

14.00

−1.479

<0.001

x.acc.min (m/s2)

−2.45 (−2.77 /-1.89)

−5.93 (−6.87 / -4.51)

9.00

1.910

<0.001

y.acc.max (m/s2)

2.50 (2.25 / 3.04)

9.59 (7.81 / 10.89)

0.000

−5.212

<0.001

−2.50 (−3.35 / -2.04)

−9.07 (−12.71 / -5.63)

13.00

1.578

<0.001

0.15 ( 0.09 / 0.22)

0.46 (0.29 / 1.13)

29.00

−1.234

0.002

z.acc.min (m/s )

−1.96 (−3.95 / -1.08)

−7.64 (−0.48 / -6.52)

0.000

3.303

<0.001

z.acc.mean (m/s2)

−0.57 (−1.62 / 0.58)

−2.72 (−9.99 / -2.39)

18.00

1.936

<0.001

2

rv.acc.max ( m/s )

4.03 (3.22 / 4.99)

11.71 (10.33 / 13.87)

0.000

−1.957

<0.001

rv.acc.min ( m/s2)

0.42 (0.14 / 0.85)

1.54 (0.97 / 2.47)

29.00

−1.258

0.002

1.91 (1.51 / 2.33)

6.03 (5.27 / 6.75)

0.000

−4.776

<0.001

2

y.acc.min (m/s )
y.acc.mean (m/s2)
2

2

rv.acc.mean ( m/s )
GC
t.stopwatch (s)

5.91 (4.54 / 10.45)

1.85 (1.55 / 2.21)

8.00

1.923

<0.001

x.acc.max (m/s2)

2.35 (1.83 / 2.62)

5.03 (3.54 / 7.35)

19.00

−1.587

<0.001

x.acc.min (m/s2)

−2.40 (−3.26 / -1.81)

−5.56 (−7.95 / -3.95)

13.00

1.859

<0.001

y.acc.max (m/s2)

2.35 (1.94 / 2.97)

9.26 (8.50 / 11.07)

0.000

−5.436

<0.001

−2.59 (−3.38 / -2.06)

−8.25 (−15.62 / -5.43)

13.00

1.389

<0.001

0.18 (0.11 / 0.26)

0.38 (0.31 / 1.12)

24.00

−1.199

<0.001

z.acc.mean (m/s )

−0.45 (−1.81 / 0.61)

−2.98 (−4.62 / -2.35)

17.00

2.024

<0.001

rv.acc.max ( m/s2)

4.31 (3.39 / 5.03)

11.85 (9.18 / 16.26)

0.000

−1.802

<0.001

2

y.acc.min (m/s )
y.acc.mean (m/s2)
2

rv.acc.min ( m/s )

0.33 (0.21 /0.65)

1.53 (0.64 / 3.13)

30.00

−1.292

0.002

rv.acc.mean ( m/s2)

1.96 (1.49 / 2.64)

5.79 ( 5.31 / 6.97)

0.000

−4.859

<0.001

2

x, x axis; y, y axis; z, z axis; acc, acceleration; t, time; max, maximum; min, minimum; rv, resultant vector; U, U-Mann–Whitney; GG, Gait Go; GC, Gait Come; d,
Cohen’s d; IQR, interquartil range (percentil 25% / percentil 75%).

Table 2 show kinematic data which inform us that in the
Si-St phase the linear acceleration of the trunk on the y
axis showed significant differences between non-frail and
frail elderly persons, whilst linear acceleration in the z axis
did not show any statistically significant differences.

It should be noted that frailty is defined as a clinical
syndrome in which three or more of the following criteria
should be present: unintentional weight loss, self-referred
exhaustion, muscular weakness, low walking speed and low
physical activity levels [1]. Generically, the gyroscope and

Table 4 Acceleration-based values from the T phase (N = 30)
Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

t.stopwatch (s)

10.42 (7.64 / 14.53)

1.83 (1.46 / 2.12)

2.000

1.441

<0.001

x.acc.min (m/s2)

−1.86 (−2.89 / -1.25)

−5.62 (−7.85 / -4.23)

41.00

2.014

0.003

y.acc.max (m/s )

2.01 (1.47 / 2.87)

7.72 (4.64 / 9.74)

26.50

−2.629

<0.001

y.acc.min (m/s2)

−1.62 (−3.14 / -1.18)

−6.01 (−11.77 / -4.92)

14.00

1.503

<0.001

z.acc.min (m/s )

−1.52 (−2.89 / -0.44)

−6.80 (−9.65 / -4.97)

35.00

2.604

<0.001

z.acc.mean (m/s2)

−0.08 (−1.29 / 0.93)

−2.57 (−3.84 / -1.89)

36.00

1.830

0.002

2

rv.acc.max ( m/s )

3.48 (2.65 / 4.82)

10.34 (8.30 / 13.08)

41.00

−1.782

0.003

rv.acc.min ( m/s2)

0.39 (0.20 / 0.67)

1.23 (0.69 / 2.05)

38.00

−0.930

0.002

2

2

x, x axis; y, y axis; z, z axis; acc, acceleration; t, time; max, maximum; min, minimum; rv, resultant vector; U, U-Mann–Whitney; T, Turn; d, Cohen’s d; IQR, interquartil
range (percentil 25% / percentil 75%).
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Table 5 Gyroscope-based values from the Si-St and T-St-Si phases (N = 30)
Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

Si-St
t.stopwatch

7.03 (5.14 / 10.88)

2.23 (2.01 / 2.49)

13.00

1.255

<0.001

162.4 (20.92 / 179.3)

196.54 (179.4 / 287.4)

35.00

−0.897

0.001

roll.rotation.mean (deg)

−38.62 (−62.62 / 46.11)

83.83 (−48.28 / 220.73)

61.00

−0.951

0.034

rate.yaw.min (deg/s)

−44.39 (−59.08 / -31.93)

−26.13 (−33.96 / -2.36)

42.00

−0.978

0.004

rate.pitch.max (deg/s)

22.56 (16.63 / 38.59)

123.40 (36.47 / 287.21)

28.00

−0.954

<0.001

rate.roll.max (deg/s)

17.68 (12.56 / 24.93)

165.43 (79.95 / 319.6)

0.000

−1.708

<0.001

rate.roll.min (deg/s)

−17.11 (−29.47 / -10.36)

−62.59 (−89.82 / -15.96)

56.00

1.482

0.020

0.58 (−0.76 / 1.27)

49.99 (−0.43 / 134.31)

59,00

−0.852

0.028

10.42 (7.64 / 14.52)

3.71 (2.88 / 4.01)

2.00

1.966

<0.001

−176.1 (−179.27 / -166.93)

−49.25 (−178.4 / 0.31)

60.00

−1.254

0.031

−19.03 (−44.13 / 11.71)

30.81 (−28.32 / 247.87)

62.00

−0.942

0.038

roll.rotation.max (deg)

rate.roll.mean (deg/s)
T-St-Si
t.stopwatch (s)
roll.rotation.min (deg)
roll.rotation.mean (deg)
rate.yaw.max (deg/s)

40.31 (34.54 / 51.77)

65.53 (36.13 / 292.39)

57.00

−0.908

0.022

rate.yaw.min (deg/s)

−67.38 (−87.12 / -46.83)

−33.68 (−63.23 / -4.24)

49.00

−1.151

0.009

rate.roll.max (deg/s)

32.95 (26.11 / 44.67)

80.42 (62.84 / 295.52)

13.00

−1.159

<0.001

rate.roll.min (deg/s)

−20.51 (−32.63 / -14.27)

−74.50 (−102.45 / -13.4)

58.00

1.185

0.025

max, maximum; min, minimum; t, time; s, second; deg, degrees; rate, angular velocity; U, U-Mann–Whitney; Si-St, Sit to Stand; T-St-Si, Turn Stand to Sit; d, Cohen’s
d; IQR, interquartil range (percentil 25% / percentil 75%).

Table 6 Gyroscope-based values from the GG and GC phases (N = 30)
Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

t.stopwatch (s)

10.23 (7.82 / 15.04)

3.71 (2.45 / 3.98)

0.000

2.119

<0.001

pitch.rotation.min (deg)
pitch.rotation.mean (deg)

77.20 (74.98 / 80.62)

62.81 (56.76 / 67.66)

10.00

2.288

<0.001

81.38 (80.10 / 85.91)

70.88 (61.50 / 75.95)

15.00

1.834

<0.001

rate.yaw.max (deg/s)

24.83 ( 21.53 / 30.63)

47.92 (39.05 / 291.91)

15.00

−0.984

<0.001

rate.pitch.max (deg/s)

37.41 (33.91 / 47.66)

84.10 (69.34 / 295.27)

11.00

−1.150

<0.001

GG

rate.roll.max (deg/s)

24.98 (19.42 / 34.56)

89.24 (53.61 / 305.78)

0.000

−1.349

<0.001

rate.roll.min (deg/s)

−21.15 ( −29.98 / -16.27)

−59.82 (−87.25 / -10.7)

56.00

1.153

0.020

5.91 (4.54 / 10.45)

1.85 (1.55 / 2.21)

8.00

1.923

<0.001

GC
t.stopwatch (s)
pitch.rotation.max (deg)

85.88 (82.42 / 89.55)

80.95 (68.87 / 86.01)

51.00

1.056

<0.001

pitch.rotation.min (deg)

76.40 (72.73 / 78.39)

66.46 (59.57 / 72.02)

28.00

1.544

<0.001

pitch.rotation.mean (deg)

81.47 (78.51 / 85.79)

73.05 (63.02 / 78.14)

30.00

1.469

<0.001

roll.rotation.min (deg)

−164.7 (−178.8 / -67.73)

−22.84 (−40.95 / -3.04)

39.00

−1.160

0.002

rate.yaw.max (deg/s)

25.11 (22.44 / 34.93)

45.37 (35.42 / 286.57)

21.00

−0.936

<0.001

rate.pitch.max (deg/s)

37.75 (30.13 / 46.51)

77.28 (70.53 / 298.20)

13.00

−0.903

<0.001

rate.roll.max (deg/s)

26.41 (21.11 / 36.16)

81.58 (52.24 / 293.82)

3.00

−0.715

<0.001

rate.roll.min (deg/s)

−23.70 (−36.51 / -16.71)

−50.66 (−66.75 / -10.6)

58.00

−1.303

0.025

max, maximum; min, minimum; t, time; s, second; deg, degrees; rate, angular velocity; U, U-Mann–Whitney; GG, Gait Go; GC, Gait Come; d, Cohen’s d; IQR,
interquartil range (percentil 25% / percentil 75%).
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Table 7 Gyroscope-based values from the T phase (N = 30)

t.stopwatch (s)
roll.rotation.min (deg)
roll.rotation.mean (deg)

Frail (n = 14)

Non-frail (n = 16)

Median (IQR)

Median (IQR)

U

d

p-Value

10.42 (7.64 / 14.53)

1.83 (1.46 / 2.12)

2.000

1.441

<0.001

−177.55 (−179.25 / -174.8)

−53.57 (−83.94 / -0.41)

60.00

−2.57

0.031

−11.85 (−23.22 / 32.49)

63.35 (−11.76 / 152.64)

62.00

−0.939

0.038

rate.yaw.max (deg/s)

25.60 (19.70 / 30.83)

112.81 (23.06 / 285.92)

57.00

−0.825

0.022

rate.yaw.min (deg/s)

−22.79 (−32.53 / -19.05)

−52.89 (−78.17 / -11.56)

49.00

1.117

0.009

rate.roll.max (deg/s)

27.09 (13.78 / 31.72)

134.55 (49.80 / 295.59)

13.00

−1.131

<0.001

rate.roll.min (deg/s)

−18.97 (−26.13 / 12.74)

−39.88 (−59.05 / -5.59)

58.00

0.959

0.025

max, maximum; min, minimum; t, time; s, second; deg, degrees; rate, angular velocity; U, U-Mann–Whitney; T, Turn; d, Cohen’s d; IQR, interquartil range (percentil
25% / percentil 75%).

accelerometry data obtained for the Si-St and T-St-Si transitions were similar to other studies with other types of
study group. In the present study, the frail elderly showed
low values in the kinematic variables compared to the
controls, the same as the subjects affected by Parkinson’s
disease [11,16,29], the elderly with a high risk of falls [2]
and the frail elderly in a previous study [14].
Three recent studies [11,12,29] have instrumented the
Timed Get-Up-and-Go test, differentiating and analyzing
the kinematic data in each of the five subphases of the
test (Si-St, GG, T, GC, T-St-Si) between two groups of
elderly persons. However, unlike the present study, they
did not use iPhone4® technology to collect kinematic
variables. Their goal was to differentiate movement patterns
for elderly persons with Parkinson’s disease, carrying out
the tests over a distance of seven meters.
Another recent study which has worked on the instrumentalization of the Timed Get-Up-and-Go [2] test systematically evaluated the accelerometry values in elderly
persons with a high risk of falls during the traditional
three meter test, focusing solely on transitions in Si-St and
T-St-Si. Like the present study, this study found numerous
variables deriving from acceleration which showed differences between groups. However, the variables in this study
were different, as was the methodology, etc. Moreover, the
measurement units were not the same, and this study was
based on acceleration increase amplitude and acceleration
slope [2]. From a clinical perspective, the present study
demonstrates that these new accelerometry parameters
play an important role in differentiating between subjects
with different functional states. These results provide new
knowledge, extending existing knowledge on the isolated
study of Si-St and T-St-Si transitions in frail and non-frail
elderly people [13,14].
With regards to analysis of the data obtained in the
present study, the differences between the frail and the
physically active elderly show a series of lower values
in the group of frail persons in each of the five subphases
which make up the ETGUG test. It is notable that the lower
value for the frail elderly in the Si-St and t-St-Si subphase

corresponded to accelerometry, with the frail elderly
obtaining much lower minimum and maximum accelerations than the physically active elderly in the y axis
(see Table 2) during these phases. In kinematic terms,
this axis corresponds to accelerations in the VT axis,
leading us to believe that the frail elderly have less
strength to carry out the impulse in concentric contraction of the quadriceps femoris muscle and the decrease in
eccentric contraction of the same muscle on the VT axis,
as required for the transition from sitting to standing and
vice versa. Increased leg strength, leg power and overall
balance can improve mobility and reduce the risk of fall.
Sensor-based assessment of peak power and acceleration
during the sit-to-stand transfer may be useful for detecting
changes in mobility and fall risk. Standard clinical tests as
well as sensor-based measures of peak power and acceleration, maximal velocity and duration of normal and
fast sit-to-stand showed significant improvements after a
leg strengthening program. There is a significant direct
relationship between leg strength, kinematic acceleration
variables, kinematic velocity variables and stand-to-sit
transfer performance [30]. A study of the factors which
influence this transition in 669 institutionalized elderly
people showed that quadriceps strength is the most important determinant factor for this transition, although there
are other factors such as proprioception, movement execution speed and psychological aspects which also influence
ability to successfully carry out this functional test. Ability
to carry out this transition is probably also influenced by
other motor skills of the individual, such as intramuscular
and intermuscular coordination, space-time coordination,
etc. [31]. Other factors which may influence this transition
are foot position, anthropometry of the individual and chair
height [32].
The largest differences found between the groups in the
GG and GC subphases were in the three axes (see Table 3
and Table 6). As with other authors [14], the results of the
present study indicate that the differences obtained in
the Medio Lateral (ML), Vertical (VT) and Antero Posterior
(AP) axes showed significant differences between the group
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of frail elderly and the controls. This could be due to variability of trunk movements during gait playing an active
role in dynamic balance whilst walking. Future studies
would be required in order to research sensitivity to detect
differences between groups of acceleration during gait in all
three motion axes.
With regards to the turning subphase, a previous study
which analyzed the behavior of kinematic variables during
turning in persons suffering from Parkinson’s disease [7]
did not find statistically significant differences between the
groups, save for the duration of the transition. However,
the present study found statistically significant differences
between groups in the aforementioned variables.
The results obtained open up the way for further research
in the future, although this study presents a series of limitations: men and women have different characteristics, and it
would be interesting to analyze differences in the kinematic
data by gender in the ETGUG test. It would be interesting
in futures studies to analyze the predictive capability of
the kinematic variables which showed statistically significant differences in the different subphases of the
ETGUG test between non-frail and frail elderly persons. This will help not only to understand which variables are of interest and are associated to identifying
the frail elderly, but will also allow early differentiation
of possible frail elderly, which may be of use in prevention in clinical practice. Additional work is also needed
to explore other accelerometer and gyroscope-derived
properties of the ETGUG test, including comparison
with a gold standard.

Conclusions
The inertial sensor fitted in the iPhone4® is able to study
and analyze the kinematics of the different subphases of
the ETGUG test in frail and non-frail elderly people.
The accelerometry values for the frail elderly are lower
than for the non-frail elderly. This suggests that the
frail elderly carry out the test in a more careful, restricted way during the functional tasks which make up
the ETGUG test, possibly showing their reduced ability
to regulate movement when performing these tasks and
transitions. These results indicate that the additional,
relevant information for future discriminant analysis
comes mainly from the acceleration signal during the
ETGUG test. From a clinical perspective, the present
study demonstrates that these new accelerometry parameters play an important role in differentiating between subjects with different functional states. These results provide
new knowledge, extending existing knowledge of the isolated study of functional task in frail and non-frail elderly
people [13,14,33,34].
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